Inset: Michelle and Tom Bishop. The beautiful Bangalay Villas.
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PROJECT EVOLVES
INTO CHANGE OF PACE
F

or Evolve Building Group’s Tom and Michelle
Bishop, Bangalay Luxury Villas are an
award-winning testament to their
exceptional design and building techniques –
and an opportunity to get back to the region
they love.
Winning Hospitality Project $10M & Under in the
recent Master Builder NSW awards, the stunning
villas opened their doors in September 2018.
The project included the design and build of 16
luxury villas and a restaurant at Shoalhaven
Heads, a two-and-a-half-hour drive from Sydney.
Michelle said the couple wanted the
accommodation to work within the natural
surrounds, nestled amongst the sand dunes and
around the Banksias.
“We purposely chose to use the materials that
will weather and age well not only from a
maintenance perspective but also to really
enhance that authentic experience of the coastal
environment and coastal living,” Michelle said.
“The building process has been pretty incredible,

we had a wonderful team help bring it to life.
“I have been able to work with lots of friends
and people I have known for years.
“There is no text book available for what we
have done.”
For the previously Sydney-based couple, the
completion of the project heralded a
homecoming, with Tom, Michelle and their
four children settling back on the south
coast to manage the villas.
“Transitioning from what we are very
comfortable doing, property development,
into the operations of Bangalay was a
challenge, we have 17 different pieces of
software needing to speak to each other, 50
staff and weather to contend with,” she said.
“I am proud of what we have been able to
accomplish so far but know there is still a
huge amount of work to be done.
“It feels like Bangalay has been an
opportunity for so many talented people to
shine.”
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